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k-essence has been proposed as a possible means of explaining the coincidence problem of the Universe
beginning to accelerate only at the present epoch. We carry out a comprehensive dynamical systems analysis
of thek-essence models given so far in the literature. We numerically study the basin of attraction of the tracker
solutions and we highlight the behavior of the field close to sound speed divergences. We find that, when
written in terms of parameters with a simple dynamical interpretation, the basins of attraction represent only a
small region of the phase space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for an explanation for the observed accel
tion of the Universe@1# is one of the most important cha
lenges in contemporary cosmology. One usually assumes
existence of a dark energy component which breaks
strong energy condition, and the simplest model that one
build is that of introducing a cosmological constant. Yet,
order to obtain its domination today it has to be precisely
to an extremely small and so far unexplained value, o
manifestation of the cosmological constant problem@2#.
More generally, the fact that the dark energy overtakes d
matter at a recent epoch (z,1) when we cosmologists ar
able to observe it is known as the coincidence problem.

Allowing the dark energy to be dynamical may help
solve this issue. In this respect, a light scalar field, known
quintessence@3,4#, has been proposed. The field is meant
slow-roll down its potential, with its potential energy actin
analogously to that of early Universe inflation. A wide cla
of tracker models@4# features an attractor solution whic
roughly mimics the behavior of the dominant component
the Universe, rendering the evolution of the field fairly ind
pendent of its initial conditions. Unfortunately, in order
obtain quintessence domination today, the parameters o
potentials so far discussed also need a fine-tuning, and s
yet those models have not led to a compelling resolution
the coincidence problem.

More recently, models based on scalar fields with non
nonical kinetic energy@5#, dubbedk-essence@6–9#, have
emerged. A subclass of models@7,8# feature a tracker behav
ior during radiation domination, and a cosmologica
constant-like behavior shortly after the transition to mat
domination. As long as this transition seems to occur gen
cally for purely dynamical reasons, these models are claim
to solve the coincidence problem without fine-tuning.

In this paper we will analyze the models given in t
literature so far@7,8#. We will study the size of the basin o
attraction of their tracker solutions and comment on the fi
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tuning of the parameters. We will also look at the behavior
a generalk-essence field close to singularities correspond
to a diverging sound speed.

Throughout this article a prime denotes a derivative w
respect to the argument of the function to which it is applie
and a dot denotes a derivative with respect to proper ti
We assume 3/8pG51.

II. k-ESSENCE FORMALISM

In generalk-essence is defined as a scalar field with no
canonical kinetic energy, but usually the models are
stricted to the Lagrangian

Lk[K~f!p̃~X!, ~1!

whereK(f).0 andX5 1
2 ¹mf¹mf. We note that the defi-

nition includes quintessence models~in this paper meaning
scalar fields with a canonical kinetic term!. Using the perfect
fluid analogy, the pressure and the energy density are g
by

pk~f,X!5K~f!p̃~X!, ~2!

«k~f,X!5K~f!«̃~X!, ~3!

where

«̃~X!52Xp̃8~X!2 p̃~X!. ~4!

Following Refs.@7,8#, we setK(f)[1/f2, define a new
variabley[1/AX and reexpressp̃(X) as p̃@X(y)#[g(y)/y.
In this case the pressure and the energy density become

pk~f,y!5
g~y!

f2y
, ~5!
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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«k~f,y!52
g8~y!

f2
. ~6!

We assume«k(f,y).0, henceg8(y),0. The equation of
state parameter and the effective sound speed are given

wk~y!52
g~y!

yg8~y!
, ~7!

csk
2 ~y!5

g~y!2yg8~y!

y2g9~y!
. ~8!

We also assumewk(y).21 and csk
2 (y).0 which implies

g9(y).0. As a result,g(y) must be a convex and decreasi
function of y.

From now on, we consider a flat Robertson-Walker u
verse defined by the metric

ds252dt21a2~ t !dx2. ~9!

In this case, the Euler-Lagrange equation for thek-essence
field is

«̃8~X!f̈13Hp̃8~X!ḟ1
K8~f!

K~f!
«̃~X!50, ~10!

whereH5ȧ/a. Then, if the Universe is filled with anothe
fluid with energy density« f and equation of state paramet
wf constant one can find the following system of equations
terms of the independent variablesy andVk :

dy

dN
5

A28g8~y!@r ~y!2AVk#

yg9~y!
, ~11!

dVk

dN
53Vk~12Vk!@wf2wk~y!#, ~12!

whereN[ ln(a/a0), Vk[«k /(«k1« f) and

r ~y![
3@g~y!2yg8~y!#

A28g8~y!
.0. ~13!

Here, we have assumed thatḟ.0. Therefore, for 0,y and
0,Vk,1, the dynamics is completely described by traje
tories in they-Vk plane. As long asg9(y)Þ0 the system is
well defined. As we can see, (ys,Vks) is a stationary point if
wk(ys)5wf and r 2(ys)5Vks. As shown in Ref.@8# this is a
stable point—and therefore corresponds to a perfect trac
(wk5wf) of the dominant fluid—ifcsk

2 (ys).wk(ys).

III. SOUND SPEED DIVERGENCE

As we will see, for the particular class of models we w
analyze, we haveg9(yc)50 for someyc , which implies that
«̃8(yc)50 and that the sound speed diverges atyc . In that
case, from Eq.~11! we see that aty5yc there is a unique
possible valueVk5Vkc given by the constraint equation
02351
y
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Vkc5r 2~yc!. ~14!

This means that the phase spacey-Vk is cut into ~at least!
two parts separated by the liney5yc which is not allowed by
the model except atS0[(yc ,Vkc). To study the dynamics
close to this line we use the expansiony5yc1dy with
dy/yc!1, compute Eq.~11! to O(dy2) and find the equation

ddy

dN
.

C1

dy
1C2dy, ~15!

where

C15
A28g8~yc!@r ~yc!2AVk#

ycg-~yc!
~16!

C25
3@wk~yc!21#

4
2

2@r ~yc!2AVk#

ycA28g8~yc!
. ~17!

If g-(yc)Þ0, Eq.~15! allows us to study the behavior of th
field close to the liney5yc , and unlessVk5r 2(yc) the first
term dominates. For the particular class of models we w
analyze we haveg-(yc).0, and therefore ifVk,r 2(yc),
hence C1.0, the solution moves away from the line
whereas ifVk.r 2(yc) the solution ceases to exist~in that it
hits the singularityyc) within a finite timeDN.dy2/2uC1u
as it approaches the line~this has been checked numerically!.
We defineS1[$(yc ,Vk)uVk,r 2(yc)% as the segment of the
singularity from which some trajectories spontaneou
emerge andSÀ[$(yc ,Vk)uVk.r 2(yc)% as the segment o
the singularity on which some trajectories abruptly end.
can also use Eq.~15! to determine the nature of the pertu
bationdy at the regular pointS05(yc ,Vkc). In that case the
equation simplifies to give

ddy

dN
.

3

4
@wk~yc!21#dy. ~18!

Depending on the value ofw(yc) this solution either grows
or decreases exponentially fast. In the cases we will st
here, we havewk(yc),1 and thereforedy decreases.

The existence of this singular behavior means that a
verging sound speed leads to serious problems. In some
ations it may well be possible to argue that the theory is va
up to a certain cutoff which excludes the singularity, but
we will show this is not the case for the cosmologica
realistic models proposed so far@7,8#. Instead, in these situ
ations we must deal with the singular regions as we m
them.

IV. ANALYSIS OF TWO MODELS

k-essence models can possess many different attracto
lutions @6–8#, especially trackers which perfectly mimic th
dominant component of the Universe and attractors w
negative equation of state leading to domination of the fie
By choosing an appropriate functiong(y), it is possible to
build a model with a certain number of attractor solutio
which can feature some interesting dynamical properties.
2-2
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instance, a stable tracker solution during radiation domi
tion (R) could render the late-time evolution of the fie
fairly independent of its initial conditions. Then, the lack
such a solution during matter domination would force t
field to reach another pseudo-attractor withwk'21 leading
to the k-essence domination attractor (K ). This possibility
was discussed in Refs.@7,8# and in that sense it is possible
find a model which could solve the coincidence problem:
cosmologists would observe the acceleration of the Unive
today because we happen to appear soon after the ons
matter domination which leads to the formation
structures—and human beings. In this section we analyze
models proposed so far which are built in order to fulfill th
principle @7,8#. We study their sensitivity to initial condition
and comment on the fine-tuning involved. Throughout
discussion we will refer to and make use of the parame
first introduced in Refs.@7,8#.

A. Model 1 „Ref. †7‡…

Following the classification scheme introduced in R
@8#, this first model is of type (Br). It is defined by

p̃~X![22.0112A11X13310217X3210224X4. ~19!

As we will see, it appears to contain a number of problema
issues which on the face of it contradict what is stated
Ref. @7#. For example for some ranges ofX we see that it
is possible to have«k,0, wk,21 and csk

2 ,0. Moreover
we find that csk

2 and wk diverge atX5Xc'1.63107 and
X5Xw'2.13107 respectively. These properties are summ
rized in Table I, where we have also introducedX!'2.3
3107 as the value ofX for which the sound speed vanishe
From Eqs.~7! and ~8!, this also corresponds to the valu
where the equation of state parameterwk521.

In what follows we only analyze the dynamics fo
X,Xc , which corresponds toy.yc'2.431024, since in
this case«k.0, wk.21 andcsk

2 .0 and also the solution
which ‘‘solves’’ the coincidence problem is in this region
the phase diagram.

Since our concern over the dependency on initial con
tions really only relates to the period of radiation domin
tion, we assume that the Universe is filled with radiati
(wf51/3). We have run simulations in order to determine
size of the basin of attraction of the trackerR. In Fig. 1 we
have plotted the phase diagram for thek-essence field during
radiation domination. The solid and long-dashed lines are
limiting solutions which separate the different types of t

TABLE I. This table shows the sign of some variables as
function of X for the two models analyzed in Sec. IV. For ea
model the values ofXc , Xw and X! are given in the text. The
symbol ‘‘` ’’ stands for a diverging value.

(0,Xc) Xc (Xc ,Xw) Xw (Xw ,X!) X! X!,X

«k 1 1 1 0 2 2 2

wk11 1 1 1 ` 2 0 1

csk
2 1 ` 2 2 2 0 1
02351
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jectories. The vertical dashed line is the singularityy5yc .
As explained in Sec. II, it can be divided in two parts:S1

~below S0) andSÀ ~aboveS0). All the trajectories contained
within the long-dashed line originate from the same poin0
and the rest originate from segmentS1 . The solid lines sepa-
rate the trajectories ending onSÀ, the ones reaching the
tracker solutionR and the ones reaching thek-essence domi-
nation attractorK . ~Having a look at the trajectories plotte
in Fig. 2 can be useful for understanding the dynamics,
though this figure describes the model we study next.! As we
can see, the basin of attraction ofR ~shaded region! is very
small and most of the solutions reachK . However as this is
still during radiation domination, they reach thek-essence
domination attractor too early@typically after about 12
e-foldings, i.e. after an increase of the scale factora(t) by
about a factor 105] to be associated with the onset of matte
radiation equality and to be a candidate for dark energy.
also note that in a small region of the phase diagram
solutions cease to exist after a finite time as they reachSÀ,
the part of singularityy5yc aboveS0.

Therefore, when analyzed in detail, this first model exh
its a rather different phase diagram structure from t
sketched in Fig. 3 of Ref.@8# to generically describe model
of class (Br). Unfortunately a complete comparison is n
possible as the precise equations used to generate that fi
are not disclosed, so that we do not know to whichk-essence
model the figure corresponds~nor whether the model has a
explicit Lagrangian description or is only of a more pheno
enological nature!.

B. Model 2 „Ref. †8‡…

This second model is defined by

p̃~X![22.0512A11 f ~X!, ~20!

where

FIG. 1. Basin of attraction~shaded region! of the tracker solu-
tion R during radiation domination for the first model analyzed
Sec. IV. The pointsK andx denote thek-essence domination attrac
tor and the saddle point respectively, defined in Ref.@8#. The solid
lines are the limiting solutions which demarcate the basin of attr
tion and the long-dashed line separates the trajectories origina
from 0 and the ones originating from the singularity. The vertic
dashed line is the singularityy5yc . S0 denotes the point (yc ,Vkc).
2-3
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f ~X![X21028X2110212X3210216X4110220X5

210224X6/26. ~21!

As in the previous example, this model is not always w
defined. For X.Xmax.6.33105 we have 11 f (X),0
and therefore p̃(X) becomes ill-defined. Moreover, fo
X,Xmax, this model has the same problems as those
the model we have analyzed above. As before, its prope
are summarized in Table I, where this timeXc'3.93105,
Xw'5.03105 andX!'5.33105.

As in the first example, this is a model of type (Br) and
for y.yc'1.631023 its phase space has a similar structu
to that shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the basin
attraction of the tracker solutionR during radiation domina-
tion for this second model. In order to help in understand
the dynamics a few trajectories have been added. Again
see that for most of the initial conditions the field does n
reach the tracker, but instead it reaches either an e
k-essence domination solutionK or the singularity onSÀ.
Therefore, this second model suffers the same fine-tunin
that of the first example.

V. DISCUSSION

As introduced in Refs.@7,8#, the idea ofk-essence seem
appealing. Current models of quintessence suffer in gen
because of the fine-tuning of the potential parameters to
count for the fact that the field has only recently star
dominating. k-essence was introduced as an extension
quintessence models by taking into account noncanonica
netic terms. In a subclass of these models@7,8# a tracker
behavior occurs during radiation domination, and
cosmological-constant-like behavior shortly after the tran
tion to matter domination. Since thek-essence field seems t
change its behavior generically for purely dynamical re
sons, these models could be claimed to solve the coincide
problem without fine-tuning of the initial conditions. In tha
sense they are more natural than quintessence models w

FIG. 2. Basin of attraction~shaded region! of the tracker solu-
tion R during radiation domination for the second model analyz
in Sec. IV. The explanations are the same as for Fig. 1.S1 andSÀ

denote the parts of the singularity from where some trajecto
originate and end respectively. A few trajectories have been plo
02351
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rely on a different, nonobvious, scale for the transition
occur.

In this short paper, we have addressed in a bit more de
the question over the nature of this attractor solution dur
radiation domination which is meant to avoid a fine-tuning
the initial conditions. We have numerically solved the evo
tion equations for thek-essence fields and written the resu
in terms of the physically motivated parametersy and Vk ,
following Refs. @7,8#. The key result we have found is tha
the basin of attraction for the tracker solution appears to
very small compared to the basin of attraction for t
k-essence domination solution and therefore it cannot
seen as equivalent to that of quintessence models. In o
words, for almost all initial conditions, the system wou
evolve rapidly into k-essence domination. It would hav
done so way before matter-radiation equality and in t
sense, the required behavior ofk-essence can only hold for
specific subset of initial conditions. If these turn out to be
important set of conditions thenk-essence can be thought o
as providing an elegant way of obtaining the acceleration
see today. However, if there is no particular reason
choosing such initial conditions, then we believe th
k-essence suffers from the same fine-tuning issues
plague quintessence models.

With regard to this issue, in Refs.@7,8# the authors argue
that the basin of attraction of the radiation attractor of t
two models studied in this paper is compatible with equip
tition. This particular initial condition may be the case shou
thek-essence or quintessence field be associated with on
the many fields produced at the end of a period of inflati
However, it need not be the case, and if it was not, equip
tition would not help in choosing initial conditions. Indee
equipartition is generally applied to systems where part
production occurs after the decay of the inflaton, wherea
the case of vacuum energy the initial condition may w
have been set by early Universe physics~see for example
Ref. @10#!. In any case, both basins of attraction are so sm
that their main parts do not overlap and therefore there
mains a fine-tuning issue even when assuming equipartit

We have also shown that the models proposed so far
ture a singularity associated with a diverging sound spe
This leads to problems like the sudden disappearance
some field trajectories. The presence of this singularity co
be avoided by adding an extra term to the functions given
Eqs.~19! and~21!, but our attempts to do so have led to th
creation of a second radiation attractor which goes aga
the goal of having a model for which the late-time behav
is independent of the initial conditions. Another way of sol
ing this problem would be to argue that the theory is valid
to a certain cutoff which excludes the singularity, but as lo
as the radiation tracker is very close to the singularity t
argument cannot be applied.

In this paper we have dealt with the specific Lagrangia
given in Refs.@7,8# at face value. Those Lagrangians have
complicated form which is not appealing, and it is disa
pointing that so far it has not proved possible to produ
much simpler models, as one would expect to be able t
the desired triggering behavior really is generic tok-essence.
The particular nature of the models makes it hard to ass
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d.
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how difficult it is to build a working example, for instanc
quite how much fine-tuning is required to establish the ti
needed between matter-radiation equality andk-essence
domination, and how easily one can avoid the presenc
many different attractors during radiation domination. Unf
tunately, we are not aware of any particular particle phys
motivated models which would deliver the Lagrangians
the two models, and, as with quintessence, we believe th
ci.
dt,
,

,

02351
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realistic model ofk-essence remains a challenge which has
be met.
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